
Family Camp July 2022 

Now we have all caught up with some sleep, and made it through to the end of term, we 

thought it would be nice to share some photo’s and memories from Family camp.  

 

Family camp  

It’s always special to invest a new    

leader—but to be invested at family 

camp is extra special. 

Our wonderful Leaders and helpers, without whom Family 

Camp (and Barton Scouts) wouldn’t happen. From the 

bottom of our hearts a huge Thank you. 

Our littlest 

camper…    

Ava Brookes,  

7 weeks old. 

“I liked all the activities on Saturday, 
even though it was really hot!  Vicky’s 
cooking was delicious”  Flo x 



I loved sleeping in a  

tent and getting the top bunk!  Isaac  

I loved doing the washing 

up with my friends.              

I enjoyed the backwoods 

cooking because it was in    

  the woods! 

    William P 



Amazing trip 
for everyone.  

I loved pokey 
stick!  

Water, fire and 
a giant stick, 
what's not to 

love?!     

Jen  

This was our first 

family camp and we 

had such a fantastic 

time! The weekend 

ran like clockwork for 

us all, thanks to the 

hard work put in by 

the leaders. It was 

both fun and          

rewarding to work  

together as a team    

(I have never seen 

Charlie so              

enthusiastic about 

washing up) and to 

spend time with good 

friends, old and new. 

We are already     

looking forward to 

the next one…!  

The Walton Family 



I enjoyed the string trail because you were blindfolded and had to 

go round obstacles, it was nerve wracking. I loved the backwoods 

cooking because I got to eat stuff that I cooked. Sleeping in the 

tent with George by ourselves was cool, no grownups!    Daniel 

We loved the String Trail because 
there were many interesting   

sensations.  Alex & Kate 



 I had a brilliant time at camp.        

I loved playing in the River, and I 

even managed to get a bullseye       

on the Archery!!! Charlie 

The activities were fun, I liked frisbee golf. 

Euan 



I loved everything! Can I be a cub, scout then explorer so we can go to scout camp every year? Eli  

My favourite part of family camp was all of it. It was 

brilliant and I loved it. Best bits for me were spending 

quality time with my daughter, seeing her have such 

a great time, doing activities together as a team and 

learning new skills, the other families we met 

(everyone lovely, friendly and welcoming), the camp 

fire (can’t get Alice the Camel … out of my head), the 

location, the food, winning - still in shock about that! 

I think I should have been a Scout!      Judith x 


